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It's been a tough week for the bitcoin price.

Trading closed on 5th January at $272.95, losing
2.78% over the week to end on 11th January at
$265.37, according to the CoinDesk Bitcoin Price
Index.

With prices trading below $300 for the first time in a
year, Bitstamp revealed that it had lost $5m in coins
during a security breach. It pulled the plug on trading
for four days as its team scrambled to migrate its systems and introduce new security measures.

During the outage, punters drew comparisons to the suspension of trading at Mt Gox, which
signalled the end of that once dominant venue for cryptocurrency trading. While Bitstamp
management issued updates on their efforts to get the platform back online, the exchange also
missed self-imposed deadlines for the resumption of services, adding to the worried speculation.

Trading volumes rise

Despite last week's weekend price crash and the outage at one of the largest USD/BTC
exchanges, total trading volume across exchanges rose. Data from Bitcoinity shows a 10%
increase in traded volume, from 2.25 million coins in the week ending 4th Jan to 2.49 million
coins for the most recent seven-day period.
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Some exchanges appeared to have reaped the rewards of the four-day Bitstamp outage.
ANXBTC showed a 75% increase in traded volume, compared to a week earlier with 87,000 coins
changing hands there. Bitfinex, which regularly sees more traded volume than Bitstamp, recorded
a 30% increase in volume, or 203,652 coins traded. BTC-e also displayed a rise in volume, albeit
by a smaller proportion of 18% to 60,000 coins traded.

With even the largest and most reputable exchanges vulnerable to being taken offline by hackers,
at least some bitcoiners appear to have reverted to a less centralised way of converting their
coins. The second-largest volume gainer in percentage terms however was LocalBitcoins, the
peer-to-peer trading platform. LocalBitcoins saw a 46% jump in traded volume in the last week
with 18,759 bitcoins changing hands there.

Even with the Bitstamp outage this week, the price shed only about $7 or 2.8% week-on-week.
The biggest intra-day swing for the week took place on 7th January while Bitstamp was down.
The price achieved a high of $300.30 and a low of $282.06, making gains for the day.

Traded Dec 22-28 Traded Dec 15-21 Change

Bitcoin trading volumes by exchange
Trading volumes in BTC

852,471btcchina

706,260okcoin

413,977huobi

95,715lakebtc

85,442bitfinex

46,271bitstamp

32,279btce

31,830anxbtc

12,381localbitcoins

976others

Source: Bitcoinity Get the data

Where does price go from here?

To put this in perspective, devoted bitcoin watcher Martin Tillier at the Nasdaq's trading blog
points out that the US dollar has been devalued by the Federal Reserve's quantitative easing
measures to the tune of about 10%. Bitcoin meanwhile has only grown in utility since the halcyon
days of its storming bull-run at the end of 2013. That run started at around $125, so Tillier suggests
that fair-value for a coin should be around $140 today.

Tillier recommends going long if the price holds above $250, but cutting losses if the price falls
below that level, because a drop under $200 could well take place.

Similarly Gavin Smith at derivatives offerer First Global Credit recommends watching for the price
to cross the psychologically important $250 level. Smith is going long but with plenty of stops
placed on the way down to $250 and under.

"I recommend a very disciplined use of stops at the moment as a further slide can't be ruled out,"
he wrote on his company's blog.

Derivatives exchange BitMEX takes a slightly more bearish view. Its weekly Crypto Trader Digest
recommends subscribers take advantage of "lower lows" as the price will head for $250 and then
$200. But even as traders short the bitcoin price, they must remain vigilant to a "short squeeze",
where the price moves against them and forces them to close their positions at a loss.

"Monitoring the level of short swaps on Bitfinex is a must. A successfully executed short squeeze
could send the price screaming above $300," the Digest observed.

Some analysis for a longer time period is offered by leveraged trading platform BTC.sx. Its chief
marketing officer Josh Blatchford applies 'Random Walk' theory, popularised by the Princeton
economist Burton Malkiel's 1973 best-seller 'A Random Walk Down Wall Street', to
cryptocurrencies.

By BTC.sx'sanalysis, the bitcoin price can be viewed as being part of a bi-annual cycle: a price
rally followed by a random walk. This has been the case in 2011 (rally) and 2012 (positive random
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walk) and then 2013 (two rallies) and 2014 (negative random walk). The analysis stops short of
calling a rally in 2015, suggesting only that volatility is expected to increase in late March.

Speculation Image via Shutterstock
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Markets Weekly: Price Jumps $50 in Four Days of
Trading
The bitcoin price jumped $50 in four days of trading, but settled back below
the $250 mark after crossing the threshold in earlier trading.
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We need the ETFs like the winklevoss one to come online so institutional money can flood
in. That's when the next bubble will be.
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Or another EU bail-in.
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Derivatives like ETFs are the weapons that take care of the decline. Happens also in
the gold and silver market. With a derivative you can temporary create a bigger
supply than the existing real asset. In the case of bitcoin derivatives you can create
temporary a supply that is even larger than all mined coins in existence. The sad
thing is, the ones who should take care for an honest usage of the derivatives, for
example the often mentioned CFTC, have all benefit for the low gold, silver and
bitcoin prices. So they close their, ears, eyes and so on. They keep telling all is well
with the derivatives. There are plenty of sources you can google on this subject.
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Agreed, however with bitcoin you can you can call the derivatives bluff and
request an instant transfer to close and settle said derivative. The fact it is
impractical to take delivery of physical gold stops gold derivatives blowing
up. Bitcoin derivatives will blow up from time to time and so they should to
stop them taking up too much of the free market.
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I agree that an ETF will bring in the next bubble due to instituational money. In the
meantime expect Bitcoin to easily drop to the $240 range within the day or week. All charts
and fib lines are indicating so. Be very careful placing a long on this price.

  1△ ▽  

•

DougNJ •  3 months ago

"Round and round She goes. Where She stops, Nobody knows".
"Ya pays yer money, ya takes yer chances".
Fun time for small merchants trying to price a lunch order, anticipating exchange rate by
the time block inclusion and payout is possible. They would have to overcharge at time of
order.

 △ ▽  

•

Dario •  3 months ago

Good situation for Bitstamp to buy back its lost coins...
 △ ▽  

•

DougNJ  •  3 months ago> Dario

If the price goes much lower it will make the theft hardly worth it. "My Dad Hacks
BTC And All I Gox <sic> Was This Lousy T-Shirt".

  2△ ▽  

•

thirdalbum •  3 months ago

The Coindesk index just dropped under $245 US - this is a dramatic crash.
 △ ▽  

•

Julias •  3 months ago

I am not aware that the claim "the US dollar has been devalued by the Federal Reserve's
quantitative easing measures to the tune of about 10%" is supported by any serious
economist. Anyone doubting this could look at the site "US Inflation Calculator" and
compare the inflation since QE started with the previous 5, 10 or 20 years to make an idea
for himself.

 △ ▽  

•

Jared Boice  •  3 months ago> Julias

well if by inflation, you mean rises in price of things (and not its real definition of an
increase in money supply) then your assessment may be temporarily correct, since
much of that money has either been hoarded by banks (both foreign and domestic)
or stacked on the derivative table. Therefore, we could see a large increase in prices
across the board all at once at some point

 △ ▽  

•

Julias  •  3 months ago> Jared Boice

The rise in price is effectively what I mean. It is also what is commonly meant
in economy. It also has to be what the author meant, since he referred prior
to this the price decline of BTC. Comparing supply of USD to price of BTC
would be comparing apple to oranges.

  1△ ▽  

•

Orchideric •  3 months ago

Finally, a realistic analization; Good job Joon and Mr Tiller, thx..
Is the March prediction because of American Tax time? I would think many might be selling
around then to cover taxes or even a capitol loss.

Thought... Imagine how much tax revenue the Chinese government is missing out on.
I think someone in China will eventually point that out to the Ministry of Finance, and things
will eventually change. I'm also wondering how all this fits in with the New World Bank
initiative. When the swap-over finally takes place, they may just sell yuan into the dirt to
embrace the new metal backed currency, and Bitcoin would sure be a good place to do it.
Thoughts anyone?

 △ ▽  

Pheasant_Plucker  •  3 months ago> Orchideric

I would assume that more significant global events are on the radar in China rather
than the tiny bitcoin upstart. Tax collection efforts probably best to focus on more
lucrative targets.
As for the recent drop I think it's a big shakedown. There is a lot of shock and awe
in the markets reacting to the news. The bubble has gone in reverse. With bitstamp
and now a big cloud miner offline it will precipitate a big sell off to cover their
investors losses. This is classic herd mentality or as Soros says reflexivity. I am sure
some people are panic selling at bitstamp - some of them will remember the cost of
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some people are panic selling at bitstamp - some of them will remember the cost of
delaying at MtGox so they will not take any chances.
My own greedy selfish desire is that bitcoin drops to a buck so I can load up the
truck at a discount, but unfortunately that is not realistic anymore. The next bubble
will be in 2016/17 at the next block reward shift from 25 to 12.5. It could begin
sooner if the ETFs get approved. These dips will be looked back on as a rare buying
opportunity.
Bitcoin is not a straight line investment. It is a highly volatile speculative gamble - a
wild ride.

 △ ▽  
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